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In this study a monitoring technique was employed to examine the role of the syllab
the perceptual segmentation of words. Pairs of words sharing the first three phonemes
having different syllabic structure (for instance, pa-Iace and pal-mier) were used. The tar
were the sequences composed of either the first two or three phonemes of the word
instance. pa and pal). The results showed that reaction times to targets which correspot
the first syllable of the word were faster than those that did not, independently of the Is
size. In a second experiment, two target types, V and VC (for instance, a and al in the
target words above) were used with the same experimental list as in experiment one. :
jects detected the VC target type faster when it belonged to the first syllable than who
belonged to the first two syllables. No differences were observed for the V target type w
was in the first syllable in both cases. On the basis ofthe reported results an interpretatic
which the syllable is considered a processing unit in speech perception is advanced.
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The perceptual units into which the continuous speech signal is segmented constitute one of the central issues in psycholinguistics. Investigators have argued for the
perceptual primacy of a wide variety of
candidates such as the phoneme, syllable,
word, and sentoid. Traditionally,
the
phoneme has been taken as the basic per:\_. ceptual unit. However, the lack of invariance between the acoustic signal and the
phoneme has weakened its candidacy. Indeed, the acoustic information corresponding to a phoneme is often distributed
throughout several segments or inversely,
the information about several phonemes is
,
concentrated into one short stretch of
acoustic signal (Liberman, 1970).
Such facts as these have led some to
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these results, Morais, Cary, Alegria, and
Bertelson (1979) explored whether this
performance difference is due to cognitive
growth or to some explicit training procedure (learning to read and write usually occurs between ages 4 and 7). They have
shown that illiterate adults perform more or
less like the younger children. Neither can
add phonemes to or delete them from words
or nonwords. However, adults who had
only recently learned the phoneme-grapheme correspondence system were able
to perform on both phoneme and syllable tasks. These results suggest that the
syllable is a unit available for classificatory
purposes early, whereas the phoneme is
only available to those having mastered the
phoneme-grapheme correspondence.
Some more direct evidence concerning
the role of the syllable in speech recognition
comes from monitoring studies. In a study
conducted to test the perceptual reality of
phonemes and syllables (Savin & Bever,
1970), subjects, were asked to detect as
quickly as possible either the first phoneme
of a syllable or the syllable itself presented
in a list of nonsense syllables. The systematically shorter RTs obtained for syllables
led Savin and Bever to conclude that
phonemes are not perceived directly but are
derived from an analysis of the syllabic perceptual unit.
Both the methodology and the interpretation in this experiment have come under a
certain amount of attack. Foss and Swinney
(1973) propose an alternative explanation in
which an important distinction is made
between perception and identification.
They maintain that, generally, "smaller
units are identified by fractionating larger
ones" (p. 254). This hypothesis was extended to predict that the detection of
phonemes and syllables implies the identification of the word in which they are found.
Initial empirical support for this prediction was provided in a study by Rubin, Turvey, and Van Gelder (1976)who found that
initial stop consonants were detected faster
in words than in nonwords. However, these
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neme based predictions can be made by
hypothesizing a mechanism not based on
syllabic structure but on the size of the
target. First, if the subject conducts a
phoneme-by-phoneme
analysis of the
stimulus, shorter RTs could be expected for
the shorter target sequences (RT: pa < pal)
since less of the stimulus word (one fewer
phoneme) must be analyzed to initiate a response. Finally the inverse results (RT: pa
> pal) is predicted by the uncertainty hypothesis (Foss & Swinney, 1973; Swinney
& Prather, 1980) according to which RTs
depend on the uncertainty of the subjects
concerning the nature of the target/
stimulus. The smaller the target (in number
of phonemes?), the fewer cues there are
available for identifying the stimulus and
hence the ionger the RTs.
These three hypotheses will be put to test
in the following experiment.
EXPERIMENT

I

Method
Subjects. Forty-two subjects (divided
into two groups of 21 each), all native
French speakers from the Parisian university community, participated in the experiment which lasted about one half hour.
Materials and design. Five pairs of
mono morphemic bisyllabic French nouns
of similar frequency sharing the same initial
three phonemes (CVC) were selected such
that these phonemes made up the fIrst syllable for one member of the pair and the
fIrst two (CV) phonemes formed the fIrst
syllable of the second member of the pair.
For instance, in the pair: palace/palmier
the flfStthree phonemes (lp/ /al /1/)are identical. Yet, this CVC sequence corresponds
to the fIrst syllable only the word palmier.
CV being the first syllable of the word
palace. For each of the fIve pairs the initial
consonant was either a voiced or a voiceless stop and the second was a liquid (either
/11or /r/). The five pairs were: palacepalmier, carotte -carton. tarif-tartine.
garage -gardien. balance -balcon.
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These 10 stimulus words containing the
target were each placed as the last item in
experimental sequences. Each experimental sequence was composed of the target
item and 1 to 4 bisyllabic fIller words. Both
members of a pair appeared in the same position (from the second to the fifth position)
in their respective sequences. In addition to
this fIrst set of 10 target sequences, a second set was used with different fIllers but
with the same target words in the same position as in the fIrst set. Each set of target
sequences was mixed with 10 different distractor sequences forming two blocks (A &
B), each containing 20 sequences. Distractor sequences either had target words as the
last item (any position from the fIrst to the
sixth) or no target to prevent the subjects
from anticipating last items in long sequences. These 40 sequences along with 5
warm-ups were recorded by a French native speaker at a normal rate with a twotrack Ampex AG440B. .The words in each
sequence were separated by 2-second
intervals; sequences were separated by 10
seconds.
'
Table 1 provides a description of the experimental sequences and of the targets
given to the two groups of subjects. Two
groups were used to counterbalance the
presentation order of a given stimulus word
and its two corresponding targets.
As can be seen in Table I, the stimulus
word balance in position 2 is associated
with the target /ball for group 1 and with
/bal for group 2 in sequence number 6 of
Block A. The inverse matching is found in
sequence number 19 of Block B. The
targets to be detected were displayed visually on small 3 x 5 inch cards numbered
from 1to 45. Before hearing each sequence,
subjects heard the instruction "next card"
and had 10 seconds to turn and read the
next card. Subjects in groups 1 and 2 received different decks of cards.
The list was presented binaurally and
subjects responded by pressing response
button that stopped an electronic clock in a
PDP-12 computer. A click, aligned manu-

TABLE 1
DESCRIPTIONOF EXPERIMENTAL
SEQUENCESANDTARGETS
The position of the stimulus words in
the experimental sequences

Number of
experimental
sequence

1

2

3

4

Block A
6
8
17
25

MORCEAU
JEUDI
FICHIER
SERVICE

BALANCE
MUSEE
BALLON
CHEVEUX

CAROTTE

Block B
19
33
40
42

MONSIEUR
EPOQUE
PROBLEME
JOURNEE

BALANCE
MAISON
CHEVAL
BALCON

CAROTTE
CARTON

ally with the beginning of the target word,
triggered the clock. A correction for each
click was obtained by means of a two channel oscilloscope and was edited into the
data collection program.
RESULTS
The mean reaction times fo!."each subject
and for each item were computed. RTs
longer than 1000 milliseconds and shorter
than 100 milliseconds were omitted from

Target for
subjects in
Group I
BAL
CA
BA
CAR

CARTON

BA
CAR
CA
BAL
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tively). When responding to a CVC word detection process can thus be seen as the
with a CVC target, subjects respond faster matching of stimulus and target reprethan when responding to the same word sentations.
The analysis of the acoustic signal correwith a CV target (356 msec vs 378 msec,
respectively). Since the results for Group I sponding to a given target word (palmier) is
and Group 2 are analogous, a two-way unlikely to vary as a function of the target
within-subject analysis of variance was (/pal, Ipall) given to the subject. The obconducted using the combined data. The served RT differences can then be attribtwo main factors were target type (CV vs uted to the process of matching between the
CVC) and word type (CV words vs cve
stimulus and target representations and not
words). The interaction between these to the computation of the former. When the
factors is highly significant, F(l,42) = target sequence corresponds exactly to the
1I.03,p < .005, but individually they failed first syllable of the stimulus word, there is a
to yield any significant difference, F < better match between the two repreI in both cases. Likewise, a two-way anal- sentations than when it does not. The varyysis of variance was carried out on the ing degree of compatibility between the
mean reaction times corresponding to the target and the stimulus representation could
five pairs of words givingF(l,4) = 6.75,p< thus explain the direction of the RT differ.10 for the interaction between the two ences. Since the representation of a given
main factors. As before, individually these target (pa) presumably does not vary, the
factors Were not significant.
processing of the two words in a pair (palA t test was used to compare the mean mier, palace) must differ. Thus there must
RTs for both word types as a function of the be acoustic cues in the signal that the subtarget type. Using the subjects as a random jects exploit to derive different stimulus
.variable, a significant difference was ob- representations for the two words. This intained for both word types; for ev words, terpretation can explain the highly significant interaction found between word and
t(41) = 2.02, p < .02 (one tailed), for eve
words, t(41) = 2.59, p < .01. A t test using target types.
items as the random variable gave analoThis account is compatible with the
gous differences for CV words, t(4) = 2.67, target-stimulus mismatch hypothesis prop< .05, forCVC words, t(4) = 2.36,p< .05. posed by Mills (l980a; 1980b). Mills argues
that the closer the match is between the
DISCUSSION
subjects' expectancy about the stimulus
These results show that subjects detect a and the actual acoustic stimulus, the faster
target phoneme sequence faster when it the subjects respond to the stimulus. It
corresponds to the first syllable of the should be noted, however, that this explastimulus word than when it does not. Thus, nation can not account for the RT differthe RTs do not depend on target size as ences found here without appealing to a
predicted by the two alternative hypotheses syllabic segmentation unit. Indeed, a
mismatch hypothesis,
but rather on the syllabic relationship be- target-stimulus
tween the target and the stimulus word. The formulated in phonemic terms would not
following (albeit simplistic and schematic) predict the observed interaction. If the
description of what subjects are likely to do subjects' uncertainty concerning the stimin this task provides insight into these re- ulus is based only on the number of phosults. First, upon seeing the target, subjects nemes in the target, then longer targets
must form and store some representation of should have led to shorter RTs. Thus, a
it. On subsequently hearing the acoustic syllable-based hypothesis is necessary.
stimulus, they must segment and analyze it Unfortunately, however, our experiment
to produce a stimulus representation. The does not allow us to make precise claims

concerning the target representation and
the more-or-Iess analyzed character of the
syllable.
In the hope of better understanding the
role of the syllable and its potential constituents in word processing, a second experiment was carried out. This experiment
was based on the assumption that if sub,jocts segment the signal syllabically, then
they would respond faster to a sequence as
lall when it is contained in the same syllable
palmier than when it is found in two different syllables palace. This prediction is derived from the general hypothesis according
to which subjects respond faster to stimulus
items when these belong to the same rather
than to different constituents at any linguistic level (Fodor, Bever, & Garrett,
1974).
EXPERIMENT

II

Method
Subjects. Twenty subjects from the Parisian university community participated in
this experiment.
Materials and design. The experimental
design and the linguistic materials were the
same as those used in the first experiment.
Two groups of 10 subjects received the
same instructions with the exception that
they were told that the visually specified
targets V and ve could appear anywhere in
the word and not just in the initial position
as in the first experiment. For the experimental words, the V target corresponded to
the vowel in the first syllable and the VC
target to the first ve sequence in the word.
RESULTS

l

I

l

I

The mean reaction times for each subject
and for each item were computed. Reaction
times longer than 1500 milliseconds and
shorter than 100 milliseconds were omitted
from these calculations. The excluded data
made up 6.5% of the subjects' responses.
Table 2 shows the overall reaction times.
Table 2 shows that subjects' RTs to ve
targets in ev words are significantly slower
than those to the same target in eve

TABLE 2
MEAN REACTION TIMES (msec) FOR
eve
WORDS AS A FUNCTION OF TAR.

ev
word

Target type
V

615

ve

704

words, t(9) = 1.76, p < .05 (one 1
the other hand, no differences VI
between RTs to V targets in ev
words.
DISCUSSION
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GENERAL

DISCUSSION
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frequently random with respect to words or
morphemes" (p. 173). They challenged
proponents of syllabic segmentation to account for the way in which the sentence
"He's a repeated offender" is parsed syllabically in a way compatible with its morphological structure. A partial solution to
this challenge may come from the signal itself and/or from top-down constraints. Recent results reported by Mills (1980) suggest
that word boundary information is coded in
the syllable. Mills showed that a eve
target sequence which corresponds to a
word (can) was detected faster in the same
monosyllabic word than either in this word
spliced out of bisyllabic and trisyllabic
words (candle, candlelight) or in these
words themselves. Thus the word boundary
cues in syllables would improve the mapping. of syllable on the morphemes and
words. Furthermore, top-down constraints
may also help with this mapping process.
.
The evidence for syllabic segmentation
presented here clearly has its implications
.for lexical access. As was pointed out earlier, the subjects' detection response probably precedes lexical access and thus is
based on the prelexical code (Foss &
Blank, 1980). Accordingly, the postulated
syllabic segments could well serve as accessing units. This claim is at odds with
lexical access models based on phonetic
units. For these models, the words palmier
and. palace are still potential word candidates (in the same cohort) for the subject
having heard the sequence Ipal/. In the syllabic hypothesis, these two words could be
distinguished earlier because their syllabic
structure furnishes more information than
was usually assumed.
The results reported here provide evidence for syllabic segmentation of speech.
However, more research is necessary to
determine which acoustic cues are actually
used in syllabic segmentation and also in
lexical access.
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